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Conversations with Consultants
Dr F the physician TONY SMITH This is the fourth in a series of interviews recorded with NHS consultants; articles have appeared each week since 27anuary. DrF is a physician with a special interest in hypertension, and he is also an academic at a university medical school in the Midlands.
Compared with five years ago, I am much the same; that is, fairly contented. This is a busy place, we average between 10 and 15 acute medical admissions a day, and it is marvellous that there is plenty going on. Students love it, the junior staff like it, and tomorrow's ward round will be very interesting. So, quite apart from the fact that one likes to think one's doing some good, it's stimulating. And if anyone says-as they do-that in the old days the intake was as many as 30 patients I would reply that you can't take in 30 acute admissions per day and do it well. Indeed, I tell the older physicians that in their day they had no treatments. It was medical ornithology, you made a diagnosis like spotting a bird, you didn't actually do anything with it, but now every patient needs and gets emergency investigations and detailed follow up and treatment-and that may mean pacemakers and the whole range of new technology.
But from the patient's point of view hospitals are simply less attractive places than they used to be. This is mainly because patients are no longer nice chaps sitting in rows of beds chatting to each other: they now tend to be demented, elderly, confused, and often alcoholic as well, and the wards are no longer restful places at all.
Twenty years ago, when the wards had loads of people sitting quietly doing their six weeks after an infarct, the men's wards were almost like gentlemen's clubs-indeed, I used to say "goodnight gentlemen" and wave as I went off for the day.
In this hospital the old wards are just as they were when they were designed-in fact by Florence Nightingale. 
Problems with no money
My big problem is when wearing my university hat-trying to run a research unit and an academic unit in this environment with no money; I spend a lot of my time worrying about that. When I came here I was the first academic on this campus and I was told by one of my new colleagues to go away, I wasn't needed. And very soon it became apparent that all the things I thought I was going to get were never going to happen. But I think if you are still whining about a job six months after you've started the best thing to do is to clear off. So I started up some drug trials and got going and we got grants in the end-but we're still broke and we owe the hospital £6000. A lot of my time is spent in being entrepreneurial, trying to think ofways of raising cash. The drug companies will pay; ifyou do a good trial you can get a registrar's salary out of it. But they won't give the money in advance for a salary: you've got to start earning it, you recruit a couple of patients, and you don't get the money until the week or the month after next.
In terms of getting grants things have certainly got worse. We didn't get the grant application for looking at cholesterol levels in Asians. I was not too surprised, but I think that in the past it would have been different. We have not, however, suffered from the university cuts, and that's quite nice ifonly because we have nothing to cut. I've got nothing to complain about there.
I have a research nurse, a research secretary, and one research registrar, which is quiet for this department; in the past we have had two or even three research registrars doing things, and they bounce ideas off each other. I feel sorry for the one research registrar all on his own. These used to be paid for by the regional health authority research fund, the British Heart Foundation, or the slush fund. Quite often one takes someone on on the slush fund and then once he or she is with you you start applying for grants.
The 
Secretaries
You asked about secretaries. In our neighbouring district the secretaries went on strike because they were all classified on the lowest grade, but of course many of them were doing a great deal more than typing-basically being in charge of the firm. So there was a strike and they won, and they all got upgraded to higher clerical officer; and the same thing has now happened herewithout a strike, thank goodness-but it's taken six months. So that's been a great improvement. When I first came here I wanted my research secretary to be a higher clerical officer and I was told that she couldn't be a higher clerical officer unless she supervised someone. So instead I pay the difference between personal secretary and higher clerical officer to my own secretary from my research fund. The NHS secretary I have is superb, and I would be horrified to lose her, but she is badly paid and her workload is a bit too much.
Our clinical records are excellent; there is a very low level of loss; BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL VOLUME 296 23 JANUARY 1988 the department is run by a slightly terrifying and totally efficient woman who won't let doctors in the place at all. Even in my follow up clinic-say, 60 follow up patients-maybe one set ofnotes will be missing, and the reason will be that the patient has seen someone else for his piles or something. We have three full time interpreters, which we could not manage without. A politician came round recently and said we shouldn't be having interpreters, the patients should bring their own interpreters. She was given a short sharp blast on that one: it is not acceptable for a Punjabi woman to bring her 14 year old son to a gynae outpatients as an interpreter.
Dirt
On the other hand the cleaning is dreadful, a big worry, and I think getting worse. I don't actually tend to lose my temper, but I did about a couple of years ago when one of my patients on the ward in a wheelchair had his bare feet on the base which was encrusted with urine and custard and faeces; and it's no one's job to clean it. There is no ward sister to say "Look at that." Cleaners should be under what used to be called matron's office, and this domestic superintendent breezing in is not what we want. Nothing has been privatised. The laundry is now offering to clean our suits for us for a charge so they are now going out and earning money. We are not a politically sensitive hospital, we are almost immune to strikes. The local teaching hospital has always got strikes, because it's the high tech place.
Gloomy prospects
Over the next two years things are going to get rougher. With the closure of the satellite hospital and the new beds here not opened it's going to be bad. We are over£0-5m overspent, but we'll compensate for that with the closure of our small hospital and we are going to borrow some beds from the geriatricians. The problem will be that we'll be short of beds, and we've got to knuckle down to shorter admissions and fewer admissions and so on. We unilaterally declared no more beds in the middle of the ward about five years ago; until then we had never refused a patient. I can foresee that that might come back. That would be shocking really. Mind you I remember visiting a beautiful new hospital in Denmark and seeing patients in the bathroom! The problem is that we have no slack. If one could feel that in an emergency a ward could be opened up, I'd feel more comfortable. I remember as a student going down to some hospital where there had just been a major fire and about 30 burnt patients had been brought in to a ward which had closed for cleaning but which was opened within half an hour. They had the slack. We have none.
Not many consultants here do much private practice. One or two do, and they are noticeable by their absence. One of the surgeons has gone part time simply because his workload in private practice is enormous. He is a most distinguished and competent surgeon so patients are referred to him from all over the place. People attack surgeons for private practice often wrongly. Our surgeons would operate more in this hospital if they had the operating time but the operating time depends on the staff and beds. It isn't a major issue, private practice inthis hospital.
I am sorry that private practice was taken away from NHS hospitals because the inevitable consequence of that was the building of private hospitals and the inevitable consequence of that is that they are attractive to patients and doctors. So in a strange way Mrs Barbara Castle is the patron saint of private practice, which is terrible.
